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AUTHOR(S): Erica Goldman 

SUMMARY: Israeli dances and methods for teaching them as well as how to utilize Israeli dance to 
teach about Israeli culture and Jewish values. - Submitted by Erica Goldman 

TOPIC(S): Dance-Movement, Community Building, Arts and Culture, Israel  

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVE: 

Participants will learn Israeli dances (both classics and modern ones), tips on how to 
teach them, ideas on how Israeli dance can be used as a ritualistic bonding activity for a 
camp group, ideas on how Israeli dance can be used to teach aspects of Jewish and 
Israeli culture and history. 

AUDIENCE: Group size: 6-60 people 

TIMING: 70-90 minutes 

APPENDICES: Israeli Dance-Handout3.docx (Lyrics to Tzaddik Katamar, also included here) 

MATERIALS 
NEEDED: 

Sound system and music, plus handouts 

SET-UP 
DETAILS: 

Usually larger, non-carpeted indoor spaces, with open space to dance but some places 
to sit during discussion components as well 

 
 

SESSION TIMELINE & OUTLINE: 
 
1. Warm-up: Name Game [5-8 minutes] 
2. Tzaddik Katamar [Ten Minutes] 
3. Culture of Israel conversation [Twenty Minutes] 
4. Yalla [Twenty Minutes] 
5. Community Values [Ten Minutes] 
5. You Don’t Have to Know A Dance to Do A Dance [Remaining Time] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
1. Warm-up: Name Game [5-8 minutes] 
 
Leader will invite participants to sit in a circle on the ground and make up a movement to perform while 
saying their name. Leader will give some examples and then do one with her own name and tell 
everyone to repeat it (movement and name). Leader will invite person next to her to do the same, have 
everyone try it, and then put both names/movements together in sequence. Leader will do this all the 
way around the circle, until everyone has done their name, stopping at various points to practice the 
whole sequence in order up to that point. Then everyone will do one whole round in slow motion and 
another round as quickly as possible. Leader will then put on a song and lead one more round without 
saying names but leading everyone in doing the full choreography to the rhythm of the song. 
 
2. Tzaddik Katamar [Ten Minutes] 
 
Leader will teach the dance Tzaddik Katamar, including the terminology of the step “double  
tzerchessia” and then do the dance with the recording of the music that starts slow and then speeds 
up. Leader will point out how increasing the speed can increase the excitement and how these dances 
build confidence by starting slow and only increasing gradually. Leader will point out how that was also 
done during the name game, and how putting different music to movements can change the feeling of 
the dance (as in doing the name game with saying the names vs. doing it to music with no names). 
Participants will be invited to brainstorm how they can use the idea of changing speed or music to  
 
change the emotion of an activity at camp. One example is making bunk clean-up time more fun by 
playing music and telling campers their movements have to match the speed and emotion of the song; 
counselors can then play one really fast and wild-sounding song (and allow campers to go a little crazy 
while cleaning) and then one really slow and melodic song (allowing them to clean up in slow-motion) 
etc. 
 
3. Culture of Israel conversation [Twenty Minutes] 
 
Review and dance Boker. Then leader will invite participants to sit down and will lead a conversation 
about the “basic steps” of Israeli dance, where they come from, and how they mirror Israeli society. 
Leader should elicit the names of these steps from participants (steps they have learned already 
and/or already know from Israeli dancing): Mayim, Tzerchessia, and Yemenite step. Discussion will be 
about the story of Mayim Mayim (discussed in Session Two) and how the “grapevine” is almost a 
universal step (also called “karaoke” in sports) but the narrative about the kibbutz finding water makes 
it “Israeli” in context; about the fact that the “tzerchessia” step comes from Russia as in fact do many 
Israelis (about 20% of the current population of Jews); about the fact that the “Yemenite” step comes 
from Yemen as do many Israelis (In 1949 and 1950, the Israeli government airlifted 49,000 persecuted 
Yemenite Jews out of Yemen and into the new state of Israel in a secret operation called “Operation 
Magic Carpet” (nickname) or “Operation on Wings of Eagles” (real name).) Somehow, these three 
steps come from three different places and peoples in the world yet are magically the building blocks 
of “Israeli” dancing; together they form something unique and different than they are on their own. This 
is similar to how the immigrant populations of Israel come together to form something new, an “Israeli” 
culture that includes aspects of all the different places the population comes from. Participants will be 
prompted to think of other aspects of Israeli culture that come from different places (some might know 
about jachnun or malawach or other Yemenite foods, some might mention challah which is Eastern 
European, someone might mention the Mediterranean nature of falafel, etc.)  
 
To bring this idea back to camp, leader can ask participants to think about how campers and camp 
staff may come from different parts of the country, different schools, and different family or religious 
traditions, yet when they come to camp they all become part of the camp culture. Some home 
traditions are brought directly to camp (their clothing and belongings, for example), some are blended 
into camp traditions (the birthday song just like it is sung at home might be part of a camp ritual that 



 

also includes banging on the tables or singing an additional song), some are only done at camp 
(Shabbat services or song session at camp might include totally different melodies or camp-specific 
songs). The camp culture is created out of all these methods, just as a country’s culture represents 
some aspects of its immigrant populations and some aspects that are special to that country. Leader 
will tie it back to Israel and its immigrant population with the next dance. 
 
4. Yalla [Twenty Minutes] 
 
Leader will teach Yalla (a dance by Israel Shiker from 2006 sung by Arash), including the terminology 
of the “Rona” step and will point out that the song is in Farsi (the modern name for Persian, from 
Persia which is modern-day Iran) while the name of it (and first word of the song) is “Yalla” an Arabic 
word that translates roughly to “Come on!” or “Let’s go!” and which is widely used in Israel by Hebrew 
speakers, in Arabic by Arabic speakers, in Iran by Farsi speakers, etc. 
 
5. Community Values [Ten Minutes] 
 
Participants will be reminded of the Jewish values of community embedded in Israeli dancing: It’s ok to 
make mistakes, everyone holds hands so they can help each other, no one is made to feel less or 
better than anyone else, it’s more about participation than skill, the Israeli equality ideas embedded in 
how we hold hands, etc. Leader will lead a short discussion about being supportive of dancers of all 
abilities and invite participants to make the connection to how that can play out in other areas of camp, 
like sports. If no one has mentioned it, leader will make the connection to intentionally being a 
supportive audience, for camp talent shows, melavah malkahs at some camps, etc.   
 
5. You Don’t Have to Know A Dance To Do A Dance [Remaining Time] 
 
If there’s time, leader will lead (without teaching) a few more dances, including Tzena Tzena and Ma 
Navu and may teach or lead some additional dances that are popular at many camps, like Neshika 
Turkit (pointing out it is sung in Turkish!) and/or Zodiac. Leader will lead short wrap-up conversation in 
which participants can review all the key points of all three workshops, and then finish by doing any or 
all of the dances they’ve learned. Very last one should be one of the most accessible and upbeat ones 
so everyone leaves on a high note! 
 
 

ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR BRINGING IT BACK TO CAMP: 
 
These specific dances can be used with almost any size group of any age starting entering-fourth 
grade and up. Camp-specific discussion questions are included above.  
 
Name Game can be used a getting-to-know-you activity or a group bonding activity at the beginning of 
summer or of a new “chug” if campers don’t know each other and their names. Also, very good for 
starting dance sessions with reluctant dancers, as it is a sitting activity and doesn’t feel like “dancing” 
for some kids, but then they are caught up in participating and can transition more easily into standing 
up dances. 
 
Tzaddik Katamar can be used as introduction or wrap for other activity or lesson about nature, water 
conservation, or tree-planting in Israel, or as a discussion of Psalm 92:13 and the meaning of what it 
means to be “righteous”. 
 
The Culture of Israel ideas can be expanded into larger programs that incorporate not just dance but 
also music, food, art, or any other aspect of Israeli culture that counselors wish to explore with 
campers. 

  



 

Israeli dance, Session 3 
 

 

TZADIK KATAMAR  
 
 

Tsadik katamar yifrach yifrach 
Tsadik katamar yifrach  

 
Ke'erez bal'vanon yisgeh 
Ke'erez bal'vanon yisgeh  
Ke'erez bal'vanon yisgeh 

yisgeh 
 
  

RIGHTEOUS AS A PALM 
(TREE) 

 
The righteous person shall 

flourish, flourish like the palm 
(tree) 

 
They shall thrive (grow tall) 

like a cedar in Lebanon. 
 
  

 
   צדיק כתמר יפרח
  כארז בלבנון  ישגה

 
 

Lyrics from Psalm 92:13 
Music by Amitai Ne'eman 

Dance choreography by Yonatan Gabay z’’l 1965 
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